Training & Enablement
Customized Remote Learning

Technology moves quickly, and often times your teams aren't
able to keep pace with what's new. HighVail helps to bridge
gaps through our training & enablement solutions. Whether it
is Kubernetes, automation, containers & platforms, or hybrid
multi-cloud, HighVail can deliver an enablement solution
that’s right for you. We design custom training that is tailored
specifically to your needs.

The Business Benefits
Build the required skills to power your business forward
towards new innovation. Research has shown that
professionals and employers overwhelmingly benefit from
training, which delivers value in the form of support for
business synergy and new technologies.
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Training & Enablement
Customized Remote Learning

Training & Enablement Programs
Our Training & Enablement programs mainly focus around the
topics below, however, we encourage you to book a Discovery
Session as we also offer fully customizable enablements. We will
work with you immediately to identify your Training &
Enablement needs.
Teams build the foundation of any business, and are only as
strong as their current knowledge of technological
advancement. IT evolves quickly making it critical to keep your
team up to date. Empower a deeper knowledge of the tools
that drive innovation and power your business forward.

Most Popular Training & Enablement
Programs
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux®, Red Hat OpenShift®, Red Hat
Ansible®
• HashiCorp Terraform
• Docker

About HighVail
Our focus is on simplifying the transition to new technologies.
We architect, integrate and automate hybrid infrastructures –
enhancing the utility of existing technology and delivering
advice for modern solutions. With roots in IT infrastructure,
DevOps and Open Source, we support our clients as they
navigate through the complexities of modernization,
capitalizing on the value captured by transformation.

Get Started With a Discovery Session
All engagements will begin with a FREE discovery session. This is where we can work
with you to determine and consult on your current business technology needs.
Discovery Sessions will generally focus on the following:
•
•
•
•

Current infrastructure and/or application state
Existing tooling and processes
Technical assistance requirements
Collaboration preferences, process and culture

• Overall goals and objectives & more
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